Concept 1 is our Vert Bowl / Street option. It is a nearly balanced approach of both Transition and Street terrain. It is 40% Vert Bowl terrain and 60% Street terrain. The design is linear in nature following a strong southern alignment with the existing park sidewalk. The design respects all existing trees which will be preserved and offers three points of connection into the design. A hexagonal shade structure has been represented in this design direction and sits between the Vert Bowl and Street course at the parks highest design elevation. This offers a great vantage point of both the Vert Bowl and Street terrain. The Vert Bowl is a two-tiered design with a 6’ shallow end and 10’ deep end. The Street terrain is tiered and offers a variety of features which includes Stair Sets, Ledges, Rails, a Street Spine and a double sided Slappy Curb.

Concept 2 is our Organic Flow / Bowl option. This design direction prioritizes the Transition / Bowl terrain and de-prioritizes the Street terrain. It is an 80/20 split, with 80% being Bowl terrain and 20% being Street Terrain. Based on this style of terrain, this design is curvilinear in nature. The design preserves all existing trees and offers three points of arrival. A consistent deck elevation allows for this design to be fully accessible. A hexagonal shade structure is included in this design and is positioned along the southern edge of the park between the Bowls. There are three Bowls in this option. The first is a more beginner ‘Bathtub’ Bowl with 3’6” depth. The second, intermediate, Bowl has 4’-6” to 5’-6” depths with Transition Extensions on both ends and Pump Bumps and Pump Rollers to define the different zones. A spine connects these two Bowls allowing for transfers between the two. The advanced Bowl is a traditional Kidney shaped Pool Bowl, with Pool Coping and tight Transition profiles. The Street terrain in this option is basic and consists of a Flat Bar, Manual Pad and Flat Ledge.
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DESIGN DIRECTION # 1 - SITE PLAN

Context Plan - Alexander Park

Skatepark Features

A Shade Structure
B Double Sided Slappy Curb
C Slappy Bank
D Manual Pad
E Flat Bar
F Transition Hip w/ Extension
G Pump Bum / Street Spine / Pump-cano
H Bank to Ledge w/ Bank to Slappy Hip
I Medium Down Rail / Bank to Rail
J Bank
K 6 Stair Set w/ Hubba & Large Down Rail
L Slappy Bank
M Bank to Curb
N Small Down Rail
O Small Down Ledge
P 6' Deep Shallow End (Vert Bowl)
Q Shallow End Hip
R Shallow to Deep End Hip
S Waterfall
T 10' Deep Vert Wall
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DESIGN DIRECTION # 2 - SITE PLAN

Context Plan - Alexander Park

201 Whitney Ave.  Hamilton, ON  L8S 3B7

Skatepark Features

A Shade Structure
B Flat Bar
C Slappy Transition Pocket
D Manual Pad
E Flat Ledge
F Deep End Transition Extension
G Shallow to Deep End Hips
H High Low Pump Roller / Pump Bump
I 3'-6" Deep Mini Bowl
J Spine
K Pump Bump / Pump Roller
L Shallow End Hip
M Transition Extension
N Kidney Pool Hip
O Waterfall
P Kidney Pool Deep End (10')
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